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ABSTRACT

The original formulation of the MRS–Lade model, with non–associated flow
rule on the meridian plane in the cone region, has a corner. In order to reduce
the computational effort of corner solution algorithms, a modified plastic flow
potential for the cone part is found in the literature. This modification may
have a non–admissible flip over of the flow vector in the cone–cap intersection if
the plastic flow potential is not correctly defined. Here a corrected plastic flow
potential for the cone region is defined to obtain a continuous transition of the
flow vector.

Key words: computational plasticity, flow rule, cap–model, non–associated
plasticity, dilatancy, corner problem.

INTRODUCTION

In computational plasticity, the definition of the plastic flow vector is more
useful than the definition of the plastic flow potential. The flow vector is needed
for the integration of the constitutive law and for the resolution of the global
finite element problem, see Ortiz and Popov (1985), Simo and Taylor (1985),
Runesson et al. (1988) and Crisfield (1991, 1997) among others. In fact, the flow
potential is hardly ever employed, it is defined mainly for convenience (Lubliner,
1990). Nevertheless the flow potential is useful in theoretical analysis (Kim and
Lade, 1988; Lubliner, 1990; Lade, 1994) and in the formal description of the
model, for instance, Pramono and Willam (1989a), Etse and Willam (1994) and
Khan and Huang (1995).

In order to implement a non-associated flow rule three approaches are possi-
ble. The first one defines the flow rule (usually the flow potential) directly from
experimental analysis, independently of other characteristics of model, see Lade
and Duncan (1975), Nova and Wood (1979) and Lade and Kim (1988) among
others. The second one prescribes the flow vector modifying the normal to the
yield function (the corresponding flow potential is obtained by integration), see
for instance, Runesson (1987), Alawaji et al. (1992) and Larsson and Runes-
son (1996). The third one defines the flow potential as a direct modification of
the yield function, Macari-Pasqualino et al. (1994), Jeremić and Sture (1994),
Macari et al. (1997); this must be done carefully in order to get the desired
properties in the flow vector.

MRS–LADE MODEL

This work focuses in the non-associated flow rule for the cone region of the
MRS–Lade model. This model has been developed at the University of Colorado
by Macari-Pasqualino, Runesson and Sture (Sture et al., 1989; Jeremić and
Sture, 1994; Macari et al., 1997) and it is a further development of Lade’s three-
invariant model for cohesionless soils (Lade and Duncan, 1975; Lade, 1989).

The model has been used to simulate the behavior of granular materials,
such as sand, under both low and high confinement stresses (Macari-Pasqualino
et al., 1994; Macari et al., 1997). Quoting Jeremić and Sture (1997), the MRS–
Lade model features:
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• a two-surface formulation, comprising a smooth cone surface and a smooth
cap surface intersecting in plane curve (ellipse segment) in the deviatoric
plane,

• hardening and softening variables for both surfaces are based on dissipated
plastic work,

• a non-associated flow rule in the meridian plane and an associated flow
rule in the deviatoric plane of the cone region, and an associated flow rule
in the cap region,

• ability to model cohesive strength and a curved meridian in the cone re-
gion.

In order to center in the essential issue of this work, a simplified version of
the original model is described here. Detailed discussion is presented by Sture
et al. (1989) and Jeremić and Sture (1994).

The following expressions define the yield function

Fcone = qg(θ)− ηconep = 0

Fcap =
( p − αpcap

(1− α)pcap

)2

+
( qg(θ)

ηconeαpcap

)
2

− 1 = 0 ,
(1)

where p, q and θ are functions of the stress invariants, g(θ) is a function
that defines the shape in the deviatoric plane, ηcone and pcap are the hard-
ening/softening functions, and α is a parameter of the model. A scheme of the
trace of the yield function in the p − q plane is depicted in Fig. 1.

The flow rule is associated on the entire cap region and in the deviatoric
plane of the cone region. Thus, in the cap region, the flow potential is equal to
Fcap, and, in the cone region, it has the same dependence of q and θ that Fcone

does. Following the original formulation of the model, Sture et al. (1989), the
non-associated flow defined in correspondence with the expansive behavior in
the cone region is represented by a plastic potential function of the form

Gcone = qg(θ)− nηconep , (2)

where n is a non-negative constant. Typical values for n are close to 0.1. This
potential reduces the dilatancy of the associated flow rule in the cone region.
Note that for n equal to zero incompressibility is enforced for values of p between
zero and αpcap. The components of the flow vector on the meridian plane,
m = (mp,mq), are

mp = −nηcone mq = g(θ) . (3)

MODIFIED PLASTIC FLOW POTENTIAL

For the usual case, n different than zero, this flow rule has a grey region at
the intersection of cone and cap surfaces (see Fig. 1a). In this region there is not
continuity of the flow vector. This implies that the Koiter’s rule must be applied:
the direction of the plastic strain rate is defined as a linear combination of the
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cone and cap flow vectors. Therefore, a corner solution algorithm is needed
(Simo et al., 1988; Pramono and Willam, 1989b; Hofstetter et al., 1993; Jeremić
and Sture, 1994). Such algorithms are usually expensive from a computational
point of view. Thus, in order to reduce the computational effort, an alternative
definition of the flow potential for the MRS–Lade model is presented in Macari-
Pasqualino et al. (1994) and Macari et al. (1997). To avoid the grey zone, the
flow vectors corresponding to cone and cap regions at the corner, i.e. p = αpcap,
must have the same direction (see Fig. 1c). Thus the p-component of the cone
flow vector must be zero at the corner.

The previously cited references propose the use of a pressure dependent n,

n = −γ
p − αpcap

p + αpcap

, (4)

where γ is a non-negative constant. If Eq. (4) is used in (3) and the expression
of the flow potential is not necessary at all, the grey zone disappears and a
continuous variation of the flow vector is obtained. However, if Eq. (4) is directly
substituted in (2), as Macari-Pasqualino et al. (1994), and Macari et al. (1997)
seem to indicate, a modified flow potential is defined which induces the following
components of the flow vector on the meridian plane,

mp = γηcone

(2p − αpcap

p + αpcap

−
(p − αpcap)p

(p + αpcap)2

)

mq = g(θ) . (5)

Then, mp varies from a negative value, −γηcone, at p = 0 to a positive one,
γηcone/2 at the corner, p = αpcap. This variation is illustrated in Fig. 2, where
characteristic values of γ = 0.125, ηcone = 0.2 and αpcap = 640 are used, see
Macari et al. (1997). Thus the proposed objective is not attained. Moreover,
since mp at αpcap is strictly positive, there is a flip over of the vector flow
at the corner (see Fig. 1b). This situation is not desired and, in general, not
admissible.

CORRECTED PLASTIC FLOW POTENTIAL

In order to obtain the desired flow vector a different flow potential must
be defined. With the desired expression of the flow vector a flow potential is
obtained by integration. After substitution of Eq. (4) into (3) the components
of the flow vector, m⋆ = (m⋆

p
,m⋆

q
), become

m⋆

p
= γηcone

p − αpcap

p + αpcap

m⋆

q
= mq = g(θ) . (6)

As stated previously this flow vector induces the desired behavior. In Fig. 3,
the variation of m⋆

p
with respect to p is presented. In this case, the component

m⋆

p
remains negative for every p less then αpcap and reaches zero at this limit.

Therefore, the grey region disappears, without any flip over of the flow vectors,
and a specially designed corner algorithm is precluded. Note that other expres-
sions for the evolution of m⋆

p
reaching zero from below at p = αpcap can be used,

if they do conform with experimental results.
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The plastic flow potential corresponding to the flow vector defined in (6) is
obtained by integration:

G⋆

cone = qg(θ) + γηcone(p − 2αpcap ln(p + αpcap)) , (7)

where the integration constants are taken equal to zero since the purpose of (7)
is simply the definition of a potential for the plastic strain rate.

Eq. (7) represents a new plastic flow potential for the cone region of the
MRS–Lade model. The corresponding flow vector components are defined in
Eq. (6). This flow vector is justified from a physical view point in Macari-
Pasqualino et al. (1994). But, the flow potential presented here will not induce
the undesired features of the one presented in Macari-Pasqualino et al. (1994).

CONCLUSIONS

Flow potentials are seldom employed in computational plasticity if the flow
vector is known a priori. Nevertheless, if they are needed for theoretical or veri-
fication purposes they must agree with the desired behavior of the flow vectors.
If the flow rule is modified by acting on the flow vector, the corresponding flow
potential should be obtained by simple integration. Here, a new plastic flow po-
tential for the cone region of the MRS–Lade model is presented. This potential
induces a flow vector with continuous transition between cone and cap regions.
Thus, the corner problem (grey region) inherent to the original formulation and
the non-admissible flip over of previously published modifications, are avoided.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Trace of the simplified MRS–Lade yield function and characteristic flow
vectors on the p−q plane. Original formulation (a), modified flow potential
(b) and corrected flow potential (c).

Fig. 2 p-component of modified flow vector as function of p.

Fig. 3 p-component of corrected flow vector as function of p.
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